Inequalities for periodic solutions of first-order functional differential equations are obtained. These inequalities are best possible in a certain sense. MSC: Primary 34K06; 34K10; 34K13
Introduction
Periodic solutions of functional differential equations are important in different applications (see, for example, [-] and the references therein, and also works on the general theory of boundary value problems for functional differential equations [-]). Conditions for the solvability of first-order periodic problems are found in [-] . In [, ] the linear case is considered, and unimprovable sufficient conditions for the solvability of the periodic probleṁ
are found in terms of the norms T + , T -of linear positive functional operators T + , T -:
or
If both of these conditions are not satisfied for some norms T + , T -, there exist linear positive operators T + , T -with these norms such that problem ()-() has no solution. As to our knowledge, similar unimprovable estimates for solutions of ()-() in terms of norms ©2014 Bravyi; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2014/1/119 T + , T -are yet unknown. Here we will fill this gap. Moreover, the estimates obtained here (in Theorems , , ) can be expanded to some non-linear functional differential equations (see Remark ). Theorem  gives the best possible estimates of the norm of the Green operator for the periodic boundary value problem. In Theorem , we obtain unimprovable estimates of the solutions of ()-() for non-negative f . In Theorem , unimprovable bounds of the difference between the maximum and the minimum of a solution are established. We use the following notation: R is the space of real numbers, C is the space of continuous functions x : [a, b] → R with the norm x C = max t∈ [a,b] 
The main results
In what follows, we suppose that one of conditions (), () is fulfilled. First, we formulate the results only for the simplest problem ()-() with the null operator T + :
where The solution x of () satisfies the estimates
If a function f is non-negative, the solution x of () satisfies the estimates
All estimates (), () and (), which are proved in Theorems , ,  in the general case, are best possible (see Remarks , , ).
Remark  Consider also the non-linear periodic probleṁ
provided there exist non-negative functions
such that the operators
for all x ∈ C. It follows from Lemma  and the proofs of Theorems , ,  that all statements of these theorems are also valid for solutions of periodic problem ()-() (if the solutions exist).
Theorem  If the norms
and x is a solution of ()-(), then the inequality
holds. http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2014/1/119
If the norms
and x is a solution of problem ()-(), then the inequality
holds. 
holds.
If the norms T
holds. In the next statement we get the best possible lower bounds for solutions of problem ()-() for non-negative f .
Remark 

Theorem  Let x be a solution of problem ()-() for some non-negative f .
If the norms T + , T -of the operators T + , T -: C → L satisfy the conditions Now we estimate the difference between the maximum and the minimum of solutions. 
Theorem  Let the solvability conditions () be fulfilled and x be a unique solution of ()-(). If
T -> , T + < T -T -- T -+   , then max t∈[a,b] x(t) -min t∈[a,b] x(t) ≤   √ T --T + -T - b a f (s) ds; (   ) otherwise max t∈[a,b] x(t) -min t∈[a,b] x(t) ≤ T - T --T + -T -T + b a f (s) ds. (   ) Remark  From
Proofs
We need three lemmas to prove the main theorems.
such that the equality
Proof Let y(t  ) = max t∈[a,b] y(t), y(t  ) = min t∈[a,b] y(t).
Since y ∈ C and the linear operators
Therefore, for some function p  ∈ L satisfying (), equality () holds. http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2014/1/119 
such that equality () holds.
. Then the operators T + , T -defined by the equalities
satisfy the conditions of the lemma.
satisfying () and points t  , t  ∈ [a, b] such that the equality
Since y ∈ C and using (), (), we get
Therefore, for some function p  ∈ L satisfying (), equality () holds.
Remark  It is obvious that one can choose the points t  and t  in Lemmas  and  in such a way that the solution y takes its maximum and minimum at these points.
Proofs of Theorems , ,  If x is a solution of problem ()-() (()-())
, then by Lemma  () this solution satisfies the boundary value probleṁ
where p  ∈ L and non-negative p + , p -∈ L satisfy (), (). If condition () or () holds, then problem ()-() has a unique solution, which can be easily found explicitly. Since we are only interested in the maximal and minimal values of the solutions, by Remark , we have to obtain only representations for values x(t  ) and x(t  ).
For x(t  ), x(t  ) we have
and
Suppose here that T -> T + and condition () is fulfilled.
Define by P the set of all solutions of problem ()-() for all a ≤ t  < t  ≤ b, for all functions p  ∈ L and non-negative p + , p -∈ L such that conditions (), () hold, and for all f ∈ L with f L = . Let S be the subset of P corresponding to non-negative functions f . From Lemmas  and , it follows that the set P coincides with the set of all solutions of problem x(t) -min t∈ [a,b] x(t) , N  ≡ max x∈S,t∈ [a,b] x(t), N  ≡ max x∈S max t∈ [a,b] x(t) -min t∈ [a,b] x(t) , N  ≡ min x∈S,t∈ [a,b] x(t).
From representations (), (), (), it easily follows that all the constants are defined correctly and
Moreover, for every solution x of ()-(), the following inequalities hold: 
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